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Abstract

This report summarizes the advances made to date in near-wall Reynolds-stress closures.

All closures examined are based on some form of high-Reynolds-number models. Researchers

argue that because turbulent diffusion is small near the wall, its modeling is relatively insignificant

compared to viscous dissipation and velocity-pressure-gradient correlation in the near-wall region.

Consequently, most near-wall closures proposed to date attempt to modify the high-Reynolds-

number models for the dissipation function and the pressure redistribution term so that the resultant

models are applicable all the way to the wall. Furthermore, the near-wall closures examined solve

a turbulent kinetic energy dissipation-rate equation to complete the closure. Some solve the

equation that governs the transport of the dissipation rate, while others solve an equation that

governs the transport of the actual dissipation rate minus its wall value. Again, the high-Reynolds-

number form of the equation is modified to predict the near-wall flow. The near-wall closures are

examined for their asymptotic behavior so that they can be compared with the proper near-wall

behavior of the exact Reynolds-stress equations. A comparison of the closures' performance in the

calculation of a low-Reynolds-number plane channel flow is carded out. In addition, the closures

are evaluated for their ability to predict the turbulence statistics and the limiting behavior of the

structure parameters compared to direct simulation data. It is found that three near-wall Reynolds-

stress closures give the best correlations with simulated turbulence statistics; however, their

predictions of the near-wall Reynolds-stress budgets are incorrect. A proposed modification to the

dissipation-rate equation remedies part of those predictions. Therefore, further improvements are

required if a complete replication of all the turbulent properties and Reynolds-stress budgets by a

statistical model of turbulence is desirable.
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1. Introduction

Statistical models of turbulence have made significant advances since the mixing-length

model of Prandtl 1. This early model assumes gradient transport and prescribes, on the basis of

empirical data, an algebraic behavior for the mixing length. The corresponding velocity scale is

given by the product of the mixing length and the mean shear rate. Subsequent models improve on

the empirical input and propose to solve either a turbulent length scale or a turbulent velocity scale

equation instead of relying on a prescribed mixing length. Further improvements can be achieved

by solving the length and velocity scale equations simultaneously with the mean flow equations.

Consequently, the length or the velocity scale does not have to be tied to the mean shear rate. In

other words, small scale turbulence is not required to have a direct link to the large scale motion.

The length and velocity scale equations can be derived rigorously from the one-point statistical

equations. However, in order to close these equations, the flow Reynolds number is assumed

large. This assumption renders the models invalid for near-wall flows and, therefore, limits the

range of applicability of the models. As a result, these so called two-equation closures are not very

suitable for turbulent flows with such complexities as adverse pressure gradient, streamline

curvature, fluid rotation, recirculating and reattachment behavior, etc 2.

Efforts to improve these closures have been carded out in two directions. One is to extend

the two-equation closures to low-Reynolds-number flows 3. Another is to relax the gradient

transport assumption and to solve the one-point Reynolds-stress equations directly 4. This latter

approach gives rise to the commonly known Reynolds-stress or second-order closures. Again, the

Reynolds-stress equations are closed by invoking the high-Reynolds-number assumption. As

such, they are not valid for near-wall flows. These two improvements give mixed results 2.

However, they still fail to capture the important characteristics of near-wall turbulence 4 and the

closures are performing poorly for such complex flows as turbulent curved-pipe flows 5,6. In

order to further improve the performance of second-order closures, a number of researchers have



proposedto extendthesecond-orderclosuresto near-wallflows7"15.In general,theextensionis

basedon well establishedhigh-Reynolds-numbermodelsfor thevarioustermsin the Reynolds-

stressequations.A commonapproachis to modify thepressureredistributionmodelin orderto

accountfor the "echo"effect in theproximity of awall7,9,10,12.Someof thesesecond-ordernear-

wall closureshavebeentestedfor avarietyof simpleandcomplexturbulentflows, andtheyshow

improvementsfor theflow casesthathavebeencalculated4,7-23.However,the asymptoticnear-

wall behaviorand budgetsof the modelledReynolds-stressequationshave not beenproperly

analyzed.As aresult,theinternalconsistencyof themodelledequationsin thenear-wallregionis

in doubt and needsto be analyzedand comparedwith the behavior and budgetsof the exact

Reynolds-stressequations.

With theadventof supercomputers,it is nowpossibleto solvetheNavier-Stokesequations

directly to simulate turbulent flows24-27. As such,the statistical approachtogetherwith its

inherentlyempiricalclosureassumptionsbecomeslessattractivefor turbulentflow calculations.

Thedirectsimulationapproachyieldsturbulenceresultsnearawall thatarein excellentagreement

with measurementsand,for thefirst time,offersfluctuatingpressureinformation thatisotherwise

not available from experiments28,29. This approachprovidesa powerful tool for the studyof

turbulentflows. At present,it is limited by flow geometries,flow Reynoldsnumberandthespeed

andcapacityof supercomputers.Therefore,it cannotbeusedto tacklesuchpracticalproblemsas

internalflows throughturbomachines.On theotherhand,theturbulenceinformationcreatedby

direct simulationof simpleturbulent flows would be invaluableto turbulencemodellerswhose

closurescould be improvedby incorporating this new knowledge, in particular, the pressure

information,into their closureassumptions.In view of thefact thatdirect simulationof turbulent

flows is far from beingableto competeonanequalfooting with turbulencemodelingin termsof

practical applications,it would seemprudent, at least for the near term, to make useof the

simulationdatato evaluatetheinternalconsistencyof second-ordernear-wallclosures.Thereare

ninesuchclosures715atpresent.Most of theseclosureshavenotbeenproperlyanalyzedfor their



near-wallasymptoticbehaviorand their consistencywith simulationresults. This suggestthat,

beforefurthervalidationsandimprovementsof theseclosuresarecardedou4athoroughreviewof

their ability to predictnear-wallflows is beneficial.

Thepresentobjectiveis to reviewthesecond-ordernear-wallturbulenceclosuresproposed

to date. A detailed analysisof the asymptoticnear-wall behaviorof theseclosuresand their

comparisonto simulatedandmeasuredbehavioris cardedout. Therefore,therelativestrengths

andweaknessesof theclosurescouldbeinvestigatedandmodificationsproposed.It is hopedthat,

throughthis review,a physicallyandmathematicallymoreconsistentclosurecould beidentified

andpossibleimprovementssuggested.



2. Basic High-Reynolds-Number Models

This paper proposes to review the advances made in second-order near-wall closures. An

examination of the near-wall closures 7"15 put forward to date reveal that, in one way or another,

they represent extension of high-Reynolds-number closures to near-wall flows. The extensions

come in different forms. However, they all involve modifying the transport equation for the

dissipation rate of the turbulent kinetic energy, e, and the models for viscous dissipation and

pressure redistribution. In view of this, it would facilitate discussion of near-wall closures by first

summarizing the high-Reynolds-number models used in these closures. The closure by Shih and

Lumley 7 is not reviewed here, because the inner boundary conditions of their closure have to be

applied at a streamline in the inertial sublayer and not at the wall. Therefore, it is different from

other near-wall closures. In these other closures 8-15, the integration of the governing equations

can start right from the wall and, hence, the wall boundary conditions for all turbulence quantities

could be satisfied exactly. The eight near-wall closures reviewed are those proposed by Hanjalic

and Launder 8, Prud'homme and Elghobashi 9, Kebede, Launder and Younis 10, So and Yoo 11,

Shima 12, Launder and Tselepidakis 13, Launder and Shima 14, and Lai and So 15. For ease of

reference later, these closures are denoted by the following abbreviations; namely, HL, PE, KLY,

SY, SH, LT, LSH, and LS, respectively.

The governing equations for an incompressible, stationary turbulent flow can be concisely

written in Cartesian tensor as

_U i

-_i=O ,

U 0Ui 10P O (" 0Ui _
k =-p - )

(1)

(2)

where u i and U i are the i th components of the fluctuating and mean velocity, P is mean static

pressure, x k is the k th component of the Cartesian coordinates, p is fluid density and v is fluid

4



kinematicviscosity. Theseequationsarenotclosedbecauseof the presence of the Reynolds-stress

term, -uiu k . A second-order closure of Eqs. (1) and (2) involves solving additional transport

equations for the Reynolds stresses and e. These equations can be symbolically written as:

= DV + DT_j+ Pij + _'p" +Cij IJ IJ t_ij-Eij , (3)

v T
Ce=De+De +Pc +_'De+ (4)

The terms from left to right in (3) represent the convection, molecular diffusion, turbulent

diffusion, production by mean shear, pressure diffusion, pressure redistribution, and viscous

dissipation of uiu j . Similarly, the terms in (4) represent convection, molecular diffusion,

turbulent diffusion, production, extra production by mean shear, and viscous dissipation of e. The

last term _ is usually neglected while the terms D , _ij, i_ij, D e , Pe and De are modelled so that

Eqs. (1) - (4) are closed. The linkage to the wall is then provided by wall function

approximations, such as those proposed by Hanjalic and Launder 30 and Launder et al.31

All near-wall closures put forward to date except SY use a common high-Reynolds-number

T
E-equation. The models proposed for D e , Pe and _9 e are given by O[Ced(k/e) u"u"_'ii3e/_xi]/_x k,

Cel(eJk)P andCe2e2/k, respectively, where Ced, Cel and Ce2 are model constants, P = Pii/2 and k

= uiu j/2 is the turbulent kinetic energy. On the other hand, SY solve the transport of E" = e -

2v(Okl/2/Ox2)2 rather than e, where x 2 is normal to the wall. Thus defined, _" goes to zero at the

T
wall. The models they assumed for D e, Pe and _)e are 0[(vt/oe) 0E'/OXk]]OXk, CEI(E"]K)P and

Ce2_'2/k, respectively, where v t = Clak2/E" is the eddy viscosity and t_e and CI.t are model constants.

In this form, the equation is identical to the high-Reynolds-number form used by Chien 32.

The model used for eij is the isotropic model of Kolmogorov 33 (hereafter denoted by KV)

while the models adopted for _ij vary from the return-to-isotropy model of Rotta 34 (hereafter

denoted by RA) to the mean-strain model of Launder et al.31 (hereafter denoted by LRR). As for

5



DT, themodelsproposedrangefrom theisotropicmodelof Shir35(hereafterdenotedby SR)to

Daly and Harlow's model36 (hereafterdenotedby DH) to Hanjatic and Launder's model30

A morecomplicatedmodel for DT has also been proposed by(hereafter denoted by HL72).

Cormack et al. 37 However, a later comparison of these four D T models by Amano and Goe138 hasJ

shown that HL72 gives the most reasonable results among the four, even though the best result is

given by solving a transport equation for the triple velocity correlation.

The different proposals adopted for D T, _ij and eij are listed in Table 1. In this tabulation,

LRR1 is used to denote the LRR model without the wall pressure "echo" term while LRR2 denotes

the LRR model with the "echo" term included. The modified LRR model is a different version of

LRR1 with modifications made in both the turbulent and the mean-strain part. Lumley's

proposal 39 to modify the turbulent part so that it goes to zero at the wall is adopted. This is

accomplished by introducing a "flatness" parameter that varies from zero at a wall or an interface to

one for isotropic turbulence. For completness sake, the various high-Reynolds-number models are

summarized below. The turbulent diffusion models are given by:

,_- (5a)SR =_-_k Cgf2 k2c _ °Xk '

C k UkUg. , (5b)
DH=_k s e

HL72 = Cs _ UkU_ UjU_ + uiul/ (5C)

The dissipation model is adopted from Kolmogorov 33, or

2
KV= _Sij E (6)

Finally, the different models proposed for Oij are:
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RA = - C 1 _ uiu j _ijk ,

LRR1 = RA + 00, 2 = RA - a 1 ij - _ij i5 - 131 ij - _ _ij pr _ T1 k Sij

LRR2 = LRR1 + k Ukumnknm_ij - 2UkUi nknj - 2UkUj nkni k, ey J

[Okm,2nknmSi j .3 3 __ 3,+ _ik,2nknj - _jk,2nkni] ( .C'3k3/2
k ey

I [ 1 2][modified LRR = C 1 (AA2)1/2¢ aij + 1.1 aikakj - _SijA - aije -

[ -I+ 0.6e aU - 0.2 _ S k_ - ---if-- uiuk _

0-6 (P ij - _-_SijP)

-0.6 [(A 2 (Pij - Dij) + 3 amianj (Pmn - Dmn)]

In these equations

[Pij =- UiUk_x-_ + UjUk

Dij =- L UiUk/)xj + uJuk ()x i J '

F___V_iu• _U__l
sij = Laxj + axiJ '

f2 = 1 - exp [-C 3 ux y/v] ,

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

(7d)



A2= aij aij ,

A3 = aija3kaki ,

A =l-9(A 2-A3)/8 ,

! ! !

n i = (0, 1, 0) is a unit normal vector and C 1, C 1, C 2, C 3, C 3, Cs, o_1, _1 and Y1 are model

constants. The three constants o_1, 131 and _/1 are not independent, rather they are related to a

constant C 2. The exact relations are given in Ref. 31. Different researchers adopt different values

for the model constants. Therefore, the readers are advised to refer to the original papers for their

chosen values. It should be pointed out that e should be replaced by _" in all the above models

when they are used in SY.

It is obvious from this compilation that the high-Reynolds-number versions of these near-

wall closures are very similar. They all used KV to model eij and essentially different versions of

LRR to model _ij. The difference in the modeling ofD T is slight and, as pointed out by Launder

et al. 31, is insignificant. As a result, all these closures can be expected to perform well far away

from a wall for a wide variety of turbulent flows because they are basically similar to the second-

order high-Reynolds-number closure put forward by Launder et al. 31



3. Near-Wall Behavior of the Reynolds Stresses

Sufficient data are now available to establish the following relations for the Reynolds

stresses in the near-wall region. These data are obtained from direct simulation of a plane channel

flow 25 and from two-dimensional channel 40-45, pipe 46,47 and flat plate boundary layer

experiments 48. If + + + k + and -uv-'_ are used to denote (u-'£/u2) 1/2, (v-'2-/u2) 1/2, (w-'2Urms, Vrms, Wrms,

2
)/ux2)1/2, k/u 2 and - uv/u x, then the Reynolds stresses, assuming incompressible flow, in the near-

wall region can be expressed in terms of y+ as:

+ =auY + +buy +2 + (8a)Urms ... ,

4-

Vrms = avY +2 + bvy +3 + .... (8b)

4-
Wrm s = awy + + bwy +2 + ... , (8c)

k + = aky +2 + bky +3 + ... , (8d)

-uv-'_ = auvY +3 + buvY +4 + .... (8c)

where ux is the wall friction velocity, u, v and w are the fluctuating velocity components along the

stream (x), the normal (y) and the transverse (z) direction, the a's and b's are constants for fully-

developed turbulent flows, and y4- = yux/v. The leading coefficients of (8) can be determined from

existing data 25A°45 by examining the behavior of the Reynolds stresses in the region, 0 _<y4- <

10. Whenever possible, mean lines through the data are used to approximate the behavior near the

f4-wall. The results thus obtained are tabulated in Table 2 together with the maximum values o Urms,

Vr+ms, Wr+ms, k4- and -uv--_ (denoted by a subscript m) and their respective locations (denoted by

(Y4-)m). The Reynolds number Re is based on centerline velocity and channel width (or pipe

diameter).

9



From this tabulation, it can be seen that there is a lot of scatter between the various

measurements. For example, a u varies from a low of 0.24 to a high of 0.45 with an average value

of - 0.35. It is now known that the measurements of Eckelmann 40 and Kreplin and Eckelmann 42

are not accurate in the near-wall region because they have not corrected their hot-wire outputs for

wall proximity effects. The measurements of Kasagi et al. 49 are similar to those of Ref. 29

because their hot-film outputs are also not corrected for wall influences. Furthermore, the

measurements of Sirkar and Hanratty 50 give an ak = 0.05, while the data collected by Derksen and

Azad 51 give a range of 0.025 to 0.05 for ak. These values are substantially lowered than those

reported by Kim et al. 25 and Nishino and Kasagi 45. Some of the discrepancies are due to

difference in Re. However, according to the analysis of Nishino and Kasagi 45, it seems that most

hot-wire or hot-film measurements are affected by various error sources in the near-wall region.

Some errors, like heat conduction and natural convection effects, could be corrected but others are

unaccountable. As a result, the hot-wire or hot-film data are not as accurate as the particle tracking

measurements of Ref. 45. Since the data of Ref. 45 are in close agreement with the simulation

result 25, it would seem that these two sets of data are most suitable for validating second-order

near-wall closures.

The dissipation rate of k is def'med as

[Oui//Oui /
(9)

If the expansions

u=al y+a2y2+ ....

v = bl Y + b2y2 + ....

w=cly+c2y2+ ....

(10a)

(lOb)

(lOc)

I0



where ai(x,z,t), bi(x, z, t) and ci(x, z, t) are random functions, are assumed in the near-wall

region, then continuity requires b 1 _ 0. A simple manipulation of (10) then gives a k --

v2(_ll + c_-_/2u_ and bk = v3(a-ff'_ " + c"c_-_uS, where the overbar is used to denote time average.

Substituting (10) into (9) gives the near-wall behavior of e and the result is

e + = 2a k + 4b k y+ + .... (11)

where e + = ev/_. Therefore, the limiting wall value of e is e+ = 2a k and its slope at the wall is

given by 4b k. In view of this, it is important to determine the coefficients ak and b k correctly.

Nishino and Kasagi 45 give a b k = - 8.4 x 10 "3. They have also determined the b coefficients for

the other Reynolds stresses. For completness sake, these values are quoted here as b u =

- 0.21, b v = -5.03 x 10 -4, b w -- -0.010 and buy = - 4.9 x 10"5. The negative b k value indicates that

-e decreases away from the wall. In other words, -e reaches a maximum at the wall. This trend is

consistent with direct simulation results 26. In view of the small value of bk, it is rather inaccurate

to try to determine b k from the simulation data25. Nevertheless, an attempt has been made and the

value so determined is b k = -6.6 x 10 "3, which is in fair agreement with that reported in Ref. 45.

Therefore, the slope of e+ at the wall is 4_ = -0.0264 and is not so small as to be negligible.

Consequently, the assumption that 3e+/_y + = 0 at the wall is incorrect and cannot be used as a

boundary condition for e as suggested in Ref. 3. The correct boundary condition should be e+ =

2a k. In general, a k is not known a prior. However, since _/k+/_y + = _/ak, this suggests that an

alternative boundary condition could be e + = 2(O'_k+f0y+) 2, a condition first derived by Jones and

Launder 52. Similarly, k+/y +2 = ak, therefore, e+ = 2k+/y +2 could also be used as a boundary

condition. This means that k+/y+2e+ is exactly 0.5 and could be used to assess the closures' ability

to replicate near-wall flows. The b k value thus determined plus the values for the coefficient "a"

listed in Table 2 and the k+/y+2e+ value are used to assess the internal consistency of the eight

second-order near-wail closures.

11



Finally, in thenear-wallregion,thedissipationfunctioneij and the Reynolds stresses uiu j

have to asymptote correctly to the following ratios53; namely,

ell e33 _ el3 e
- - = _ , (12a)

U 2 W 2 UW

e2_2_ = el._.....Z2 2,e
- k

VW UV

(12b)

1322 4e
- k

V 2

(12c)

Furthermore, eij has to contract to 2e, otherwise (9) will not be satisfied. Here, 1 denotes the

stream or x-direction, 2 and 3, the normal and transverse directions, respectively. Together, (8),

(1 1) and (12) define the correct asymptotic behavior for UiUj , k, £ and eij in the near-wall region.

The validity of any second-order near-wall closure should be judged by its ability to mimic these

characteristics, especially when its basic high-Reynolds-number model has been extensively

verified as in the eight cases listed in Table 1.

12



4. Near-Wall Reynolds-Stress Closures

With this understanding of the near-wall behavior of the Reynolds stresses, the

improvements made by various researchers to model near-wall turbulence can now be discussed.

It should be pointed out that since the terms D.v. and D v do not need modeling they are included in
ij e

all near-wall modelled equations. In other words, (3) and (4) are solved without neglecting D.v. and
ij

D v in these equations. With the exception of LSH and LS, all near-wail closures examined neglect
e

q_P, or, it can be said that pressure diffusion effects are being modelled together with Dilj- by such

models as SR, DH and HL72. Recognizing the importance of pressure diffusion in the near-wall

region 28,29, LSH and LS attempt to incorporate this effect into the closure by considering the

modeling of the velocity-pressure-gradient correlation rather than pressure redistribution alone in

the near-wall region. Consequently, the models that need modifications are those associated with

DTj, _P, _ij, and eij.

HL Closure 8

HL argue that, at least to the lowest order, v does not appear in _ij. Therefore, the model

for t_ij need not be modified for near-wall viscous effects. They also argue that, for y+ < 15, the

effects of diffusive transport on the stress budgets are insignificant. In other words, HL72 can be

used without modification. This only leaves eij for modification. They argue that as the Reynolds

number approaches zero, the energy-containing and dissipation range of motions overlap and eij

could be approximated by eij = uiu j (e/k) 34. Consequently, they propose to modify eij by

[ -]2 _ fs , (13)
eij =_e (1 - fs)Sij + (2k/3)

where fs = (1 + RT/10) "1 and R T = k2/ve. This eij model contracts to 2e everywhere in the flow.

They further modify their E-equation by def'ming the term De as Ce2 fe e.E/k, where fe = 1 - (2/9)

exp[-(RT/6)2]. By introducing g to replace one of the e in _)e, the term approaches zero at the wall

13



by virtueof (8) and(11).

termin theE-equationto accountfor mean-swaingenerationof e,or

k _( _2Ui h ( 02Ui "_

v: v7uju t, J t -474 J

In addition, they neglect the effect of _ and model the extra production

(14)

PE Closure 9

PE propose to modify the high-Reynolds-number model for D_j by multiplying it by fix =

exp [-3.4 (1 + RT/50)'2]. They adopt a form for eij very similar to (13), but with minor changes.

The rationale is to provide better representation of the anisotropy of the normal stresses. Their

model is given by

£meij = _ij 13+ _ uiu j (1 - 80) fs (15)

where the summation convention does not apply. This modification does not allow eij to contract

to 2e near a wall. To further account for normal stress anisotropy near a wall, they propose to add

a term,

Oij,w = C3 (Pij- Dij) exp {-C 4 kl/2y/v], (16)

to _ij. Consequently, their near-wall model for Oij is given by (LRR1 + Oij,w ). The models they

used to modify the e-equation are similar to those of IlL with two exceptions. In their case, the

extra term _ is given by

_( _2Ui "_ ( _2Ui D

tit: 2v(kdV)flx ujuk t,_J
(17)

and the high-Reynolds-number model for Z)e is modified by fix.

KLY Closure 10

This closure is similar to that of HL, with two exceptions. One is the high-Reynolds-

number model adopted for _ij. They use LRR2 which include the wall pressure "echo" term.

14



Another is themodel proposedfor cij.

conditions(12)andproceedto propose

Iu-Zjeij = _ij E(1- fs) + _ fs F

They point out that (13) does not satisfy the kinematic

+ uiu---'_nkn j + UjUk nkni + 8ij u--"_nkn _ , (18)

to replace (13). This modification satisfies (12), but it does not contract properly to 2e if F is taken

to be unity. However, its proper contraction is assured ifF = (1 + 2.5 v-T/k) "1 is assumed. Here,

fs is defined differently and is given by fs = exp [-RT/40 ]. The E-equation used is identical to that

of HL.

SY Closure 11

SY essentially follow the arguements of HL and suggest the modification of eij only. Their

concern is to make the governing equations balance, at least to the lowest order of y, near a wall.

As a result, they adopt Chien's low-Reynolds-number c-equation 32 which neglects qt and proposes

to model _ by

2v_"

=- -_--- exp [-Cgyut/v] (19)

T = O[(Vt/Ue) (O_./c_Xk)]/OXk,whereChien alsodefinesD eto account for near-wall viscous effects.

v t = Ctt(k2/_)f 2. With this definition for v t, the model requires E" to behave like y2 near a wall,

instead of y as suggested by (11). Nevertheless, this behavior renders the models for @ij to vanish

at the wall and allows SY to modify eij only. Their proposal is

w

2 2v _ii _)m ul_Um

eij = _ _ij _" + y2 (20)

One drawback of this model is that it does not contract properly to 2e. However, the closure

equations do have the advantage of remaining in balance as a wall is approached.

15



SH Closure 12

SH follows the arguements of Lumley 54 to rearrange _ij and eij.

these two terms separately, the treatment re-writes them into

-eij+(I)ij 2_ije+[t_)ij,l-eij+_ ]= _ ije + (l)ij, 2,

Instead of modeling

(21)

where Oij = _ij,1 + (I)ij,2 and (I)ij, 1 represents the turbulent part and Oij, 2 the mean-strain part of

_ij- This way, SH does not have to model ¢ij. He proposes to model the square bracketed term in

(21) by the RA model except that C 1 is replaced by C111- (1 - 1/C1)fw], where fw = exp

[-(0.015k 1/2 y/v) 4] is specified. The term _ij,2 is given by (7b). In addition, SH proposes a near-

wall correction to (21) given by

_ij,w=fw [0.45(Pij-2_ijP)-0.03(Dij-2_ijP)+0.08kSij]_ _ (22)

The E-equation is modelled by first analysing its near-wall behavior using (8d) and (11).

results in a term of

= -2+ 9 _2J_- fw

This

(23)

to effect balance of the E-equation in the near-wall region, after replacing Ce2e2/k by Ce2 e_]k.

Here, E- is defined by SH to be T = e - vO2k/Oxi_)xi . As for _, SH lumps it together with Pe and

proposes

Pe + Xl/= Cel(1 + fw) ¢ ]5 (24)

In view of the definition of'g, the boundary condition for e becomes e = vO2k/3xi3xi at the wall.

It should be pointed out that even though Shima 12 proposed to model _ij,w with three

terms on the right hand side of (22), he actually neglected the second term within the square
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bracketin his closurecalculations.His justificationwasthatit is relativelysmallcomparedto the

first term. In view of this,theSHmodelusedin thepresentcalculationsis thefinal modeladopted

by Shima;thatis, (22)is implementedwithoutthesecondtermin thesquarebracket.

LT Closure 13

This closure adopts (18) for eij to account for near-wall viscous effects and an identical e-

equation to that proposed by KLY. Therefore, the only difference between LT and KLY is in the

modeling of Oij. KLY use (7c) for Oij while LT use (7d).

LSH Closure 14

This closure adopts an approach similar to that of SH and proposes only to modify Oij.

The modifications implement the suggestion of Lumley 39, so that the resultant _ij vanishes at the

wall. Instead of just varying C 1 to accomplish this objective, LSH propose to modify the
! !

constants C 1, C 2, C 1 and C2 in LRR2 by

C 1 = 1 + 2.58 A/_/4 [1-exp {-(0.0067RT)2}] , (25a)

C 2 = 0.75 A 1/2 , (25b)

' 2
C 1 = - _ C1 + 1.67 , (25c)

max 1),c,.o].  2,d>
e-equation, _ is assumed to be zero and _g is taken to be given by _g = (?1 + _g2)kP,As for the

where

_gl=2.5A_- 1] , (26a)

_2 = 0.3(1 - 0.3A2) exp[ - (0.002RT) 2] (26b)
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LS Closure 15

The rationale behind the derivation of this closure is essentially similar to that used in SY,

namely, the In'st and foremost concern is to effect a balance of the modelled equations in the near-

wall region. While SY carry this out to O(y 2) for the 22 component, LS carry out the balance to

O(y 3) because the direct simulation results25, 26 show that pressure diffusion along the 22

component is important near a wall. In (3), the term (_P + Oij) vanishes at the wall for all

components while the term _ij does not. Consequently, LS propose to model (t_i j + Oij) in such a

way that the model approaches LRR1 far away from the wall. This is accomplished by adding a

term Oij,w to LRR1, where

Oij,w=[C1 (k uiu-'--j" -_-_ijk)-k (u"_i'i_nkni + u"_'nkni)+ t_* (Pij -2 ]]_ 8ij I5 fw,1, (27)

and fw,1 = exp [-(RT/150)2]. Furthermore, eij is modelled in a manner similar to KLY and the

resultant model is given by

2eij = _t_ (1 - fw,1) 8ij + fw,1

3 UkU_nkn_ ]1 + 2k J

+ uiu-'"_ nkn j + uju-"_nkn i + nin j u--'_nkn_]/

(28)

The e-equation is modified similarly to that of SH so that Oe/Ot is required to have the proper

behavior at the wall. LS propose to model (_ + C.el I_e/k) by Ce2 (1 + a fw,2)eP/k, where G

depends on Re as a result of the direct simulation study of Mansour et al. 55 The expression

suggested by LS for G is G = [1.0 - 0.6exp(-Re/104)]. Here, fw,2 is given by fw,2 = exp[-

(RT/64)2]. Furthermore, LS propose the following expression for _, namely,

[( -_=fw,2 7Ce2"2)?- -_-j , (29)
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wheree* = e - 2vk/y 2. This way, the wall boundary condition for e is 2v(Ox/k/Oy) 2 and the e-

equation still asymptote correctly at the wall as suggested by SH.
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5. Near-Wall Asymptotic Behavior of the Closures

In order to analyse the near-wall asymptotic behavior of each closure, expansions (10) are

assumed for ui. Similar expansions can also be assumed for U i. From the definitions of k and e,

the use of (10) leads to

1 2 +
k=_Aly +Bly 3 Ely 4+ .... (30a)

£ = v A 1 + 4VBly + vF 1 y2 + .... (30b)

where A 1 = (_1 + _1), B1 =(ala2 + Cl c-2), E 1 = a-_ + 2a--]_ + b22+ c_ + 2c--i-_ and F l, besides

being functions of the statistics of a 1 and c 1, is also functions of the derivatives of a 1 and c 1.

Furthermore, if (10) and the expansions for U i are substituted into (3), it can be easily shown that

the lowest order term among the different components of Cij, D T and Pij is O(y3). Therefore, to

O(y2), they do not affect the balance of (3) in the near-wall region. The analyses of the terms D.V.,
1j

(@P + Oij) and eij show that the lowest order term in (@P2 + 022) has to be O(y 2) in order to

balance the term (D v Pij - eij) to this order, and the lowest order term in the other components of (_

+ _ij) has to be O(y) in order to balance the same components of (D.v. + 13ij) to O(y). This means
1.1

that all the terms in (3) vanish at the wall. Therefore, the modelled form of (3) should also possess

this basic property.

Using expansions (10) and (30), the various turbulent diffusion models (5) can be analysed

for their near-wall behavior. With the exception of SY, the asymptotic behavior of k/e is given by

(y2/2v) + O(y 3) and k2/e = Aly4/4v + O(yS). Consequently, the lowest order term among the

components in DH and HL72 is O(y 6) and in SR is O(yS). As for SY, _" is solved instead of e.

Also, _" is required to behave like y2 near a wall 32. This leads to a behavior of O(y °) for k/_ and

O(y 2) for k2/_ ". Therefore, the lowest order term among the components of SR is O(y2). The

corresponding behavior for DH and HL72 is O(y4). In other words, the asymptotic behavior of all
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diffusion models is not correct compared to the original behavior of Di]. Nevertheless, with the

exception of SR used in SY, the lowest order term among the different components of the various

diffusion models is O(y4), which is smaller than O(y 3) for D_j. This means that in the asymptotic

analysis of the modelled form of (3), only the term D v and the models for (_P + Oij) and eij needIj

be considered. The result of this analysis is tabulated in Table 3 together with the behavior of the

exact term given by (D.v. + _.P. + _ij - eij)- In this tabulation, the lowest order term in each
ij ij

component of the modelled and exact form of (D v + _ + Oij "eij) is listed.
ij

From this tabulation, it can be seen that SY, SH, LSH and LS satisfy the basic requirement

that the modelled Reynolds-stress equations vanish at the wall. This is accomplished without

imposing any constraints on the behavior of the random functions a i, b i and c i. PE also satisfies

the requirement for all components except 13 if C 1 is taken to be unity, a condition correctly

pointed out by Launder and Shima 14. However, C 1 is chosen to be 1.17 in PE. It should be

pointed out that the 11, 33, 13 and 22 components of SH and LSH vanish at the wall as a result of

setting C 1 = 1 as suggested by Launder and Shima 14. As for HL and KLY, the 11, 33, 13 and 22

components do not vanish at the wall even when C 1 = 1 is assumed. This is also true of the 13

component of PE. The 11, 33, 13 and 22 components of LT are also finite at the wall irrespective

of the value of C 1. However, these expressions are too cumbersome to be listed explicitly in Table

3. It should be noted that all the finite expressions listed in Table 3 involve the time-averaged

correlations of the random functions a i, b i and c i. Since the equations have to remain balance at the

wall, certain constraints would have to be imposed by the HL, PE, KLY and LT models on the

random functions a i, b i and c i so that the 11, 33, 13 and 22 components would go to zero at the

wall. Therefore, this means that the near-wall turbulence statistics would be required to behave in

a certain manner that might or might not be correct. Furthermore, according to the asymptotic

analysis of (3), the lowest order term of (D.v. + _ + Oij - eij) for the 11, 33 and 13 components is
ij

O(y3), while that for the 12 and 23 components is O(y 4) and that for the 22 component is O(y 5)

(see Table 3). In this analysis, the O/Ot term in (3) is neglected because of the stationarity
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assumption.Theclosures,SY,SH,LSH andLS, givean incorrectasymptoticbehaviorfor all six

components.However,LS triesto matchthe 12,23 and22componentsto a higherorderof y in

the hopethat theresultantclosurecouldpredict morecorrectly the anisotropicbehaviorof the

normalstressesin thenear-wallregion.

The failureof theclosurestomakethe 11,33, 13and22componentsof (D.v.+ _P. + q_ij -
ij ij

eij) vanish at the wall without imposing contraints on the model constants and/or the random

functions could be traced to the incorrect modeling of _ij or eij. Since departures from local

anisotropy are indistinguishable from contributions to the process of q_ij or eij, it follows that either

or both processes could be modelled in such a way that the resultant term (D.v. + q)P + q)ij - eij)
lj

vanishes at the wall for all i's and j's. After all, the original term does vanish at the wall for all

components. This arguement is used in SY to accomplish the desire objective, however, at the

expense of solving a pseudo dissipation-rate equation. In HL, eij is not modified to compensate

for the incorrect asymptotic behavior of LRR1. Rather, it is modified to approximate the behavior

of eij as Reynolds number goes to zero. Consequently, the incorrect asymptotic behavior of LRR 1

remains in the closure. The same can also be said of PE and KLY. Even though these closures

add a q_ij,w term to their q)ij model, the rationale is to account for the "echo" effect of pressure

fluctuations near a wall. No consideration has been given to partially compensate for the neglected

pressure diffusion effect and, thus, to reproduce the correct asymptotic behavior for (D v..+ q_P +
lj

q)ij - 13ij)" SH and LSH recognize this shortcoming and the suggestion of Lumley 39 is applied to

remedy the incorrect asymptotic behavior of LRR1. Even then, the behavior of the 12 and 23

components is correct to O(y) only while the 22 component is correct to O(y2). This behavior is

not quite consistent with the original behavior of the UiUj equations. In LS, a special attempt has

been made to cancel out the incorrect asymptotic behavior of LRR1 near a wall. The result is a

t_ij,w proposal that partially models _P near a wall, while at the same time compensates for the

non-zero wall components of LRR1, so that the resultant modelled components of (q_P + t_ij)
Aj
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vanishat thewall. This way, thebehaviorof the 12and23componentsis improveto O(y2)and

thatof the22componentto O(y3).

All the dissipation-rateequationsusedapproachtheir respectiveboundaryconditions

correctlyatthewall. However,notall equationssatisfytheadditionalwall conditionfoundto be

importantby Shima12.Thisconditionis thecoincidenceof _[v_2k]_xi_xi]]_t and _rd_t at the wall

and it leads to

_t - Ot[. OxiOx i] -2vF1 + 24v2E1
(31)

In the exact equations for k and e, this coincidence condition is ensured by many additional

correlation terms. Some of these terms are neglected in modeling, therefore, it is possible that the

resultant k and e are bound to each other in ways that are not found in the exact equations.

Shima 12 proposes to partially compensate the effects of the neglected correlation terms by

modeling the e-equation so that the coincidence condition at the wall is satisfied. The result is an

additional _ term in the modelled e-equation. This idea is adopted by SH and LS. The impact of

this on the modelled results will be assessed in the next section when the channel flow calculations

are discussed.
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6. Comparisons with Plane Channel Flow Data

The near-wall closures examined above are used to close the mean flow equations (1) and

(2) written in Cartesian coordinates for a fully-developed channel flow at a Re = 6500. Since the

flow is fully-developed, the mean flow equations can be reduced to a single equation involving the

mean velocity U and the Reynolds shear stress 15. Thus, the problem is simplified to solving one

mean flow, four Reynolds-stress and one dissipation-rate equations. These are ordinary

differential equations, therefore, they can be solved by a known numerical method, such as the

Newtonian iteration technique used in Refs. 11 and 15. This means that a common, well

established numerical technique can be used to perform all calculations and the numerical errors

involved will be the same for each model calculation. In other words, a true comparison of the

performance of the near-wall closures can be made for this particular problem. Any discrepancies

in the results could be attributed to model differences and not to numerical errors.

A fixed grid is maintained for all calculations. The grid distribution is such that there are

five grid points in the region, 0 < y+ < 5, 15 grid points in the region, 15 < y+ < 65, and 31 grid

points in the region, 65 < y+ < Re x, where Re x = uxI-I/v is the Reynolds number based on the

friction velocity and 2H is the channel width. Since Re x is related to Re by Re x = (th/2Uo)Re,

where U o is the centerline velocity, it serves as the only input paramenter to the problem subject to

the following boundary conditions for U, the Reynolds stresses and e. If the x-coordinate is

aligned with the channel mid-plane, the boundary conditions at y = H can be written as,

U=u 2=v 2 =w 2=u--v=0, (32a)

E = 2v(d_/k/dy) 2, (32b)

while the boundary conditions at y = 0 are given by,

d_dy = du2/dy = dv2/dy = dw2/dy = 0 and _ = 0. (33)
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Theseboundaryconditionsareapplicablefor all closuresexceptSY. In thatcase,(32a)and(33)

applybut(32b)doesnot. Thelatterconditionshouldbereplacedby _"- 0, becausethe e-equation

solved in the SY closure is a modified form of Chien's equation 32, which is a transport equation

for a pseudo dissipation rate.

Direct numerical simulation of the Navier-Stokes equations has also been used to solve the

channel flow problem at the same Re 25,26. Turbulence statistics of the calculated flow are reported

in Ref. 25 while the Reynolds-stress and dissipation-rate budgets are given in Ref. 26. As a

result, the near-wall asymptotic behavior of the Reynolds stresses can be determined from these

results and their limiting values are found to be consistent with another set of experimental data 45,

even though the two sets of data are obtained at different Re. In view of this, these two sets of

data25,26, 45 are most appropriate for assessing the internal consistency of the limiting behavior of

near-wall closures. Specifically, the modelled limiting behavior of the Reynolds stresses, such as

that given in equation (8), is compared with the chosen data. In addition, from (8) and (11), it can

2
be deduced that k+/e+y +2 = 0.5 and (a_ + a 2 + aw)/a k = 2.0. The ability of the near-wall closures

to recover these limiting values is analysed. Finally, comparisons of the distributions of the

Reynolds stresses across the channel and their near-wall budgets will also be presented. It is

hoped that, through this rigorous comparison, the strengths and weaknesses of the various near-

wall closures could be identified.

The simulated, measured and modelled limiting values at the wall are shown in Table 4.

Since Nishino and Kasagi 45 did not report on any e measurement, the limiting value k+/e+y +2

2 2
could not be estimated. Furthermore, their value of (a_ ÷ a v + aw)/a k is larger than 2.0. This

means that their measurement of a u is probably too large. Other than that, their measurements are

very consistent with those of Ref. 25. It should be pointed out that only the modelled results of

HL, PE, KLY, SY, SH, LSH and LS are given. In the SY calculation, HL72 and LRR1 are

chosen as the models for the diffusion and pressure redistribution terms, respectively. The same
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numerical techniqueis usedto calculatethe flow for eachclosure. However, after numerous

attempts,convergentsolutionsfor LT arenot possibleundertheuniformly appliedconvergency

criterionof normalizedresidualvaluelessthan10-4for all calculations.Ontheotherhand,if the

convergencycriterion isrelaxed,convergentsolutionsbecomepossible.Sinceall comparisonsare

madeon thesamebasis,theresultsof LT arenot listedin Table4.

Basedon thenear-wallanalysesandtheresultslistedin Table3,it couldbeconcludedthat

HL, PE andKLY could not performwell in their predictionsof the limiting valuesat the wall

becausethe11,22,33and 13componentsof (D_j+ _ + @ij" Eij) arenot zeroat the wall unless

C 1 is set equal to one or the random functions a i, bi, and c i are required to satisfy certain

constraints. Indeed, this is the case as indicated by the calculated limiting values shown in Table 4

and the results are at variance with simulation data. First of all, the calculated normal stresses are

fairly isotropic near the wall. This is evidence by the approximately equal values of a u, av and aw

calculated by HL, PE and KLY. The calculated auv is several times larger than the data shown

2
while the calculated ak is several times smaller. Even though the limiting values for (a 2 + a v +

a_)/a k are approximately correct, the calculated values for k+/e+y +2 are not. This means that the

closures are not internally consistent and asymptotically incorrect. On the other hand, SY goes to

zero at the wall for every component of (D.v. + @P + @ij - 13ij). However, this is achieved at the
ij

expense of solving a modified form of Chien's e-equation 32 that does not satisfy the true boundary

condition at the wall. Consequently, the limiting values calculated using this closure are all

incorrect. This means that the e-equation of Chien 32 is not at all suitable for near-wall turbulent

flow calculations.

The other three closures, SH, LSH and LS, give very reasonable results compared to

simulation data as well as measurements. This is a consequence of the fact that they are formulated

to satisfy the asymptotic near-wall behavior of either the velocity-pressure-gradient correlation or

2
2 + aw)/ak arethe exact Reynolds-stress equations or both. The limiting values for (a 2 + a v

recovered exactly while the values for k+/e+y +2 are correct to within 4%. There are two major
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differencesbetweenthesethreeclosuresthough. Oneis in thepredictionsof auandak,while the

other is in the calculationsof av andauv. LSH gives a morecorrectpredictions of auand ak.

However,its calculationsof av andauvaregreaterthanthedatashownby approximatelyoneorder

of magnitude. On the otherhand,the reverseis true for SH andLS. There is one exception

though,andthatis thepredictionof av by SH. Its valueis aslargeasthatcalculatedby LSH. The

reasoncouldbedueto thefact thatLS triesto matchtheasymptoticbehaviorto higherordersof y

for the 12,23and22 components of (D.v. + _P + _ij - eij). If the predictions of a u and ak are to be
1j

improved, one suggestion could be to try to match the 11 component of (D_j + oP + t_ij - £ij) tO y2

in the near-wall region.

Another test of the internal consistency of the near-wall closures can be carded out by

comparing the limiting values of the structure parameters, a_/a k, a2/ak, a_r/a k and auv/auav, with

data. These values are also listed in Table 4 for comparison. Both the direct simulation results and

measurements give an a_/a k value that is closed to zero at the wall. On the other hand, the value of

a_/a k is about 3.5 to 6 times that of a_/a k and auv/aua v = 0.22 to 0.26, respectively. The measured

ratio a2u/ak is on the high side because of a probable incorrect measurement of a u. None of the

closures, IlL, PE, KLY and SY, examined give limiting behavior of a_/a k, a_/a k and a_a k that is

even closed to the data, especially the calculated a_,/ak, which is at least two orders of magnitude

greater than the data shown. However, HL and PE give fairly accurate predictions of auv/aua v.

The calculated ratio of a_/a k over a_/a k from SH is approximately equal to the measured result but

its calculated a_,/ak is two orders of magnitude larger than the simulated value and its prediction of

auv/auav is abouit half that of the measurement. As for LSH, its predictions of the ratio a_/a k over

a_v/a k and auv/aua v are twice as large as the data. On the other hand, LS's prediction of a2/ak is

much closer to that of the data but its calculation of auv/auav is about the same as SH. It seems that

SH and LS are the only closures that could replicate the limiting behavior approximately.

Therefore, it could be concluded that, overall, three closures are capable of reproducing the near-

wall behavior more correctly than other closures examined. Furthermore, they are internally more
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consistentin terms of the predictedlimiting valuesof the structureparameters,the Reynolds

stressesandthedissipationrate.

+ + and +The plots of -u--_v, k +, and the three normal stresses Urm s, Vrm s Wnn s are shown in

Figs. 1 - 3. In each plot, part (a) shows the near-wall distributions given in terms of the wall

variable y+, while part (b) displays the overall prof'fles in terms of the outer variable (1 - y/H).

Each panel of each plot shows the comparison of the modelled calculation with direct simulation

result 25. The calculations are represented by solid curves, while the simulation results are denoted

by dashed curves.

From these plots, it can be seen that LS gives the best overall prediction of -uv ÷ in both the

near-wall and outer region. The maximum -u--'_vis also calculated correctly (Fig. I). The next best

predictions are those given by LSH, KLY and HL. Here, the closures under-predict the maximum

-uv +. The other closures, PE, SY and SH, on the other hand, give an incorrect prediction of the

near-waU distribution of -u-"_'v. In a fully'developed channel flow, the mean velocity only depends

on the shear stress distribution across the channel. Therefore, if a closure under- or over-predicts

the turbulent shear stress, its calculation of the mean velocity profile is more than likely to be

incorrect also.

As far as k + is concerned, HL, PE and SY under-predict its value all across the channel, in

the near-wall as well as in the outer region (Fig. 2). HL and PE even greatly under-predict the

value of k ÷ in the channel mid-plane. On the other hand, KLY over-predicts k + in the outer region

but its prediction in the near-wall region is better than those of IlL, PE and SY. The calculation of

SH is, in general, slightly lowered than the simulation data. On the other hand, the near-wall

prediction of k + by LSH agrees well with simulation data. However, it over-estimates the value of

k ÷ slightly in the outer region. Even though LS under-predicts the maximum k ÷ just like LSH, it

does give a fairly correct prediction of the k ÷ profile across the channel. In general, the best

overall predictions of k ÷ are given by LSH and LS.
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+ + ÷

Finally, the same can also be said of the predictions of Urms, Vrms and Wrms (Fig. 3). Only

SH, LSH and LS could reproduce the anisotropic behavior of the normal stresses near the wall, the

other closures invariably give a fairly isotropic prediction. Even though the normal stress

-i.

predictions are fairly anisotropic for SH, its calculation of Vrms is substantially higher than data in

the region y+ < 30. This over-prediction of V_ms would lead to an incorrect calculation of the - u-"v"

budget and, thus, renders SH less attractive compared to LSH and LS. The major reason for the

noted discrepancy lies in the modeling of the (_P + _ij) term. SH, LSH and LS attempt to

partially model _ij in the near-wall region. In the process, they also try to partially compensate for

the incorrect near-wall behavior of Oij- Consequently, all components of (D.v. + _i p + _ij £ij)
lj

vanish at the wall independent of the behavior of the random functions a i, b i and ci.. This,

however, is not true for HL, PE and KLY; therefore, it is not surprising that they fail to give the

correct predictions of the normal stresses. Again, LSH slightly over-predicts the normal stresses

in the outer region.

The plots of eI-I/u_ versus (I.0- y/H) and eH/u 3 versus y+ are given in Fig. 4. Here, the

comparisons are carded out to assess the performance of the different closures relative to each

other. With the exception of SY, the general trend of the predicted c is about the same. The

behavior can be described by a general increase of e towards the wall. Just before the wall, a

maximum is reached and this is followed by a rapid drop to a finite wall value. This trend, in

particular, the near-wall behavior, is contrary to simulation data 26, where ¢ increases to a

maximum at the wall. Since all these closures satisfy the boundary condition that the wall e + is

equal to 2a k, the calculated behavior of E in the near-wall region could not be due to an incorrect

specification of the boundary condition. Rather, it is the consequence of inappropriate near-wall

models for either the Reynolds-stress equations or the e-equation. However, judging from other

predicted quantities, this incorrect behavior of e in the near-wall region does not seem to have a

significant effect on the calculations of the Reynolds stresses and structure parameters, especially

in the case of LS, LSH and SH.
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From theabovecomparisons,it is clearthatHL, PE,KLY and SY perform poorly as near-

wall closures. Therefore, their predictions of the Reynolds-stress and k budgets would also be

incorrect. On the other hand, the budgets deduced from SH and LSH with the exception of the -

uv budget are very similar while those of LS have been presented in Ref. 15. In view of this,

only the budget plots of LSH and HL for u-'2-, k and -"_" are shown for comparison with

simulation data in Figs. 5 - 7. The sample plots presented here together with those given in Ref.

15 serve to illustrate the discrepancies between closure calculations and data. It is hoped that,

through this evaluation, an approach to improve the closures could be identified.

All budget plots shown in Figs. 5 - 7 and those presented in Ref. 15 give an incorrect

prediction of e 11, El2 and e, especially in the region, 0 _<y+ < 20. According to simulation results,

the absolute maximum of e 11 and e occurs at the wall. The model calculations, on the other hand,

show that their absolute maximum appears away from the wall. There is, of course, a drop from

these maxima to some f'mite wall values. Since viscous dissipation is balanced exactly by viscous

diffusion at the wall, it follows that the calculated wall values of the viscous diffusion ofu--2" and k

are also incorrect, in spite of the fact that their predicted trends are similar to those of simulation

data (Figs. 5 and 6). In LSH's calculation of the _ budget, viscous diffusion is balanced by both

dissipation and velocity-pressure-gradient correlation (Fig. 5). This is a consequence of the

incorrect modeling of the velocity-pressure-gradient term. In general, all closures give a poor

prediction of the behavior of the velocity-pressure-gradient correlation term in the near-wall region;

in particular, the behavior in the 12 component (Fig. 7). This is especially true of HL where the

calculated value is about four times larger than data. The reason is because v-_ is responsible for

production in the -"_" equation and HL gives a substantially higher prediction of this nomal stress

in the near-wall region (see Fig. 3a). Since production of- uv has to be balanced by the velocity-

pressure-gradient correlation of - uv, the result is a totally incorrect prediction of this budget.

Consequently, the - uv budget obtained from HL is shown in Fig. 7 with a scale different from
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thatof LSH andsimulationdata.This is anotherindicationthatHL is notanasymptoticallycorrect

near-wallclosure.

Thewall values of e12, e22 and e33 are zero and hence the viscous diffusion is also zero for

these components. Even though these calculated trends are consistent with simulation data, the

magnitudes of the calculated distributions of the viscous diffusion along the 12, 22 and 33

components are several times larger than the simulated values. This evaluation, therefore, reveals

that although SH, LSH and LS give good predictions of the turbulence statistics, their calculations

of the Reynolds-stress and k budgets are still not quite correct.

There are many reasons for this incorrect prediction. However, the two most important

factors could be the e-equation and the modeling of the velocity-pressure-gradient term in the near-

wall region. Lai and So 15 did a preliminary investigation to show that the correct behavior of ell

and e could be achieved by modifying the e-equation. Unfortunately, the modification also affects

the calculation of other statistical properties. As a result, the overall predictions are not as

satisfactory as before. In spite of this rather inconclusive result, their study did manage to show

that, perhaps, the e-equation could be properly modified to remedy the incorrect prediction of ell

and e. This approach has been adopted by So et al. 56 and they manage to successfully modify the

e-equation to give a correct prediction of the turbulence statistics and the behavior of e in a flat plate

boundary-layer flow. Further comments about the e-equation of So et al. 56 and its performance in

terms of the prediction of the channel flow problem are given in the next section.
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7. Proposed Improvement

The above analysis reveals that, among the eight closures examined, three manage to give

the best overall predictions of the turbulence statistics in a fully-developed channel flow.

However, not a single closure can reproduce the near-wall distributions of e 11 and e correctly.

Even SH, LSH and LS can only correctly replicate e 11 and e up to y+ -, 20. Thereafter, their

predictions of e 11 and e are totally incorrect. Lai and So 15 argued that the inability of their closure

to predict the near-wall distributions of ell and e lies in the incorrect modeling of the near-wall

production and dissipation terms proposed for the e-equation as well as in the near-wall modeling

of the velocity-pressure-gradient correlation. Since the modeling of the e-equation is rather ad hoc,

a first attempt to improve these predictions could be achieved by modifying the near-wall

production and dissipation terms proposed for the e-equation. A preliminary effort has been made

by So et al. 56 They used the e-equation of Ref. 15 as a base and suggested an alternative

function based on the studies of Shima 12 and Mansour et al.55 The proposed _ is given by

_ = fw,2 [_ 2_ 3e'27+ -_-j (34)

In modifying the e-equation, So et al. 56 maintained the values of most model constants specified in

LS but found that they have to change eel to 1.50 and the definition of t_ to [1 - 1.5exp(-Re/104)].

Thus modified, the e-equation is incorporated into a k-e closure to calculate flat plate boundary-

layer flows. Their results show that the calculated properties are in very good agreement with

measurements and that the limiting values of the structure parameters and the near-wall e

distribution behave similarly to the direct simulation result of a flat plate boundary layer 27.

In order to verify that the primary cause for the incorrect e 11 and e behavior near a wall is

the e-equation, it is suggested to improve one of the near-wall closures identified above by

adopting the modified e-equation of So et al. 56 Such an improved near-wall closure could be
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obtainedfrom the Reynolds-stressmodelsof Refs.12,14or 15andthe c-equationof Ref. 56.

Here,theexampleis carriedoutwith themodelsof Ref. 15. Theresultantclosure,designatedas

LSZS, is usedto calculatethefully-developedchannelflow considered above and the calculated

limiting values of the Reynolds stresses and structure parameters are listed in Table 4 for

comparison. Furthermore, the plots of the Reynolds stresses, k and e are shown in Figs. 1 - 4.

Near-wall budgets of u 2 , -'_-v and k are plotted in Figs. 5 - 7. It can be seen that LSZS gives the

best overall prediction of the limiting values of the Reynolds stresses and structure parameters (see

Table 4). Most important of all, the calculated ak agrees to within 4% of the simulated data. This

means that, for the first time, the wall e + is predicted correctly. In addition, the calculated au and

a w are in very good agreement with data compared to other closures, including LSH. As a result,

the calculated structure parameters ate also in better agreement with data.

A comparison of the distributions of the Reynolds stresses, k and e reveals that LSZS gives

better predictions of the overall profiles, including the near-wall behavior of E (Figs. 1 - 4). In

spite of the good agreement shown, two slight discrepancies should be noted. One is in the near-

. wall prediction of the distribution of --_, while another is in the calculation of k near the channel

center. LSZS over-predicts ---_ in the near-wall region and is a conseqence of the incorrect

prediction of auv, which is probably due to an incomplete modeling of the pressure diffusion term

near the wall. It also under-predicts k near the channel center and is primarily caused by an under-

estimation ofv--'/in the outer region of the channel. This under-estimation, however, is most likely

tied to the model for pressure redistribution. Therefore, the calculated results could be further

improved by modifying these two models.

For the fh-st time, the near-wall behavior of Ell and e is predicted correctly in a qualitative

sense (Figs. 5 and 6). The calculated distributions do not show a distinct plateau in the region, 8 <

y+ < 15, compared to those given by direct simulation. However, they do increase to a maximum

at the wall. The calculated wall values of -E 11 and -E are -0.28 and -0.172, respectively, and they

compare favorably with the simulated values of approximately -0.26 and -0.166. Consequently,
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the wail values of viscous diffusion for the u 2 and k components are also predicted correctly, and

so is the steep rise of the viscous diffusion term in the near-wail region. Even though the

modification improves the prediction of the budgets of u--'f and k, it has very little effect on the ---_

budget (Fig. 7). Again, the calculated -1312 is 2 to 3 times larger than the simulated value and is in

close agreement with that predicted by LS. As for the budgets of v_ and w--_, they are essentially

identical to those of LS and, therefore, the predictions of 1322and 1333are again several times larger

than the simulated values. In view of this, the improvement fails to completely remedy all the

discrepancies noted in Section VI.

From the above comparisons, it can be seen that the improvement made to the 13-equation

does not significantly alter the calculated turbulence statistics (Figs. 1 - 4) and the various terms in

the Reynolds-stress and k budgets (Figs. 5 - 7). It only changes the distributions of 1311and 13near

the wail (Figs. 5 and 6). This means that the behavior of 1311and 13is very much influenced by the

modelled 13-equation and substantiates the approach taken by So et al. 56 to improve near-wall

closures. Therefore, this analysis suggests that further improvement to second-order near-wall

turbulence closures is still needed and this could be achieved by modifying the models proposed

for the velocity-pressure-gradient correlation term. It is hoped that, through this further

improvement, the behavior of 1312, 1322and 1333,the near-wail distribution of -_ and the centerline

value of k could be predicted satisfactorily.

Based on the above improvement, it is now possible to calculate the turbulence statistics of

a fully-developed channel flow fairly correctly using a second-order near-wail turbulence closure.

Also, for the first time, the behavior of 1311and 13in the near-wall region has been calculated

correctly. However, improvements are still needed to remedy the discrepancies noted in the

predictions of 1312, 1322, 1333 and -u-"_ in the near-wall region and the calculation of k near the

centerline.
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8. Concluding Remarks

A total of eight near-wall Reynolds-stress closures has been reviewed. All closures

examined essentially adopt the same high-Reynolds-number models for turbulent diffusion,

dissipation and pressure redistribution. Invariably the pressure diffusion part of the velocity-

pressure-gradient correlation is neglected in all high-Reynolds-number closures. Different

approaches have been proposed to modify these closures for near-wail flows. Some adopt the

philosophy that only the model for dissipation needs modification, while others argue for

modifications of the models for both dissipation and pressure redistribution. Some others also

argue for the inclusion of pressure diffusion effects in the near-wall region; therefore, suggesting

that the velocity-pressure-gradient correlation has to be modelled in the near-wail region rather than

pressure redistribution alone. All modifications are proposed so that the resultant closure satisfied

the constraints imposed by the near-wall asymptotic behavior of the Reynolds stresses. With the

exception of SY, all closures examined solved a transport equation for the true dissipation rate of

the turbulent kinetic energy. On the other hand, SY solves a pseudo dissipation-rate equation that

satisfies a homogeneous wall boundary condition. These dissipation-rate equations are further

modified to mimick the exact near-wall behavior. As a result, a uniform claim of all these closures

is that they are asymptotically correct as a wall is approached.

The modelled equations are examined for their asymptotic behavior near a wall and the

results are compared with the behavior deduced from the exact Reynolds-stress equations. Among

the closures examined, it is found that four of them (HL, PE, KLY and LT) fail to go to zero at the

wall for the 11, 22, 33 and 13 components of the equations without imposing some kind of

constraints on C 1 or on the behavior of the random functions a i, b i and c i. The others approach

zero at the wall independent of the behavior of the random functions; however, their asymptotic

behavior is not consistent with that required by the exact equations. LS matches the behavior to a

higher order of y than SY, SH and LSH for the 12, 23 and 22 components (see Table 3), while the
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behaviorof the 11,33and 13 components is similar to that of SY, SH and LSH. A further check

on the internal consistency of the closures is carried out by using them to calculate a fully-

developed flow in a two-dimensional channel at a Re = 6500. These results are then compared

with direct simulation and experimental data25,26,45. Specifically, the limiting values of the

Reynolds stresses, the structure parameters and the dissipation rate are assessed. A common

numerical technique is used to perform the calculation for each closure and a uniform convergency

criterion is imposed on all calculations. Under these conditions, LT fails to give convergent

solutions to the governing equations. Of the remaining seven calculations, it is found that four

closures (HL, PE, KLY and SY) fail to give limiting values that approximate the simulation and

experimental data examined. Their failure is most pronounced in the prediction of the turbulent

stress normal to the wall and the shear stress. For example, the data examined shows that a_/a k

goes to zero at the wall, while the closure calculations of HL, PE, KLY and SY give finite values

that are comparable to the other structure parameters at the wall. On the other hand, SH, LSH and

LS give internally consistent results that are asymptotically more correct compared to other closure

calculations. However, one drawback of LSH is its calculation of a_/a k, which is still one order of

magnitude larger than that obtained from LS, while the values of au and ak deduced from SH and

LS are quite a bit less than those of the simulated values. Therefore, SH, LSH and LS have their

defects and should be further improved.

A comparison of the closure calculations with data further reveal that, with the exception of

LSH and LS, all closures examined either over- or under-predict the turbulent shear stress in the

near-wall region or under-predict the maximum shear. This means that they are more than likely to

give an incorrect calculation of the mean velocity for the channel flow considered. Even though LS

under-predicts the maximum turbulent kinetic energy, its overall prediction of the k profile is in

good agreement with data. On the other hand, SH under-predicts k across the whole channel while

LSH over-predicts k in the outer region. The other closures essentially give an incorrect prediction

of k across the channel. Finally, only SH, LSH and LS are capable of reproducing the anisotropic
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behaviorof thenormalstressesnearthewall, while theotherclosuresgivea fairly isotropicnear-

wall behavior.Eventhen,SH'spredictionof _ in thenear-wallregionis abouttwice aslargeas

the simulationdata. Consequently,its calculationof the -uv budget is greatly in error. The

reasonis tracedto theimbalanceof themodelledequationsin the near-wallregion. In spiteof

thesegoodcomparisonsby SH, LSH and LS, their calculationsof 1311and 13in the near-wall

regionaretotally incorrect.Thethreeclosuresgiveamaximum 1311and 13away from the wall and a

rapid drop to a finite value at the wall. On the other hand, simulation data shows that 1311 and 13

reach their maximum value at the wall. As a result, the wall values of 1311, 13and the viscous

diffusion of u 2 and k are greatly under-predicted.

A conjecture is then made that the incorrect prediction of e I I and 13could be remedied by

improving the near-wall behavior of the 13-equation. This conjecture is essentially verified by the

calculations of LSZS. The LSZS closure is made up of the Reynolds-stress models of Ref. 15

and the 13-equation of Ref. 56. With this improvement, the calculated results are in much better

agreement with data, including the near-wall distributions of 1311 and 13. The calculated limiting

values of the Reynolds stresses give the best overall agreement with data, and so are the structure

parameters. Also, for the first time, the wall values of 1311 and 13are replicated by LSZS. This

means that the wall values of the viscous diffusion of _" and k are also calculated correctly.

However, some slight discrepancies exist in the predictions of 1312, 1322,1333 and --_ in the near-

wall region and k near the channel center. These discrepancies are relatively less important in the

overall comparison. They could be attributed to an incorrect modeling of the velocity-pressure-

gradient correlation near the wall and pressure redistribution near the channel center. Therefore,

further improvements are required if a complete replication of the simulation data by a statistical

model of turbulence is desirable.
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